
Are you looking to bring relevant, interested traffic to your website? By 
far the biggest method, is the Google network. Google dominates the 
search engine market (with almost 90% of traffic), they pioneer new 
marketing techniques and the quality of traffic that can be brought to 
your website is generally higher than Bing/Yahoo. 

Traffic is not free. You can get good natural search positions over time 
but we recommend working with a company like Creative Thoughts, to 
build your web traffic, and ultimately your business. Using paid 
marketing we ensure results and growth in organic search results. 

We combine commercial acumen, great design and technical expertise 
to achieve results and maximise your ROI.  We can deliver:

ENGAGEMENT ADS
These are image adverts, which when a mouse is hovered over, can fill 
most of the screen area with your video. There is a banner that will allow 
a mesage and a direct response link to your website. Quite effective and 
definitely eye catching.

DISPLAY NETWORK ADS
With benefits including brand awareness as well as direct response, this 
can be a very low cost, but amazingly effective way of bringing in relevant 
traffic. It works by displaying your adverts on other peoples websites.

SEARCH ADS
The ads you are undoubtedly familiar with, that appear at the top and 
side of a page on Google when you perform a Google search. These are 
the highest costs per click but give you the most relevant traffic.

DYNAMIC ADS
We quite like these. You allow Google to create an advert based on the 
content of your website's web pages. It then shows this advert when 
Google identifies a search related to your page.

EFFECTIVE PPC
HOW TO GROW YOUR BUSINESS THROUGH
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REMARKETING

A powerful technique which tracks visitors to your website, and targets 
them with follow-up adverts. There are many ways to manage this and it 
has proved to be very effective in low cost, higher converting advertising. 
There are two types of remarketing, one for the display network and RLSA 
(remarketing lists for search ads) for the search network. 

FLEXIBLE PACKAGES FOR ALL BUSINESSES
Whether you are a start-up, a medium sized business or a large multi-national, 
we offer flexible PPC solutions to fit your budget.  

Typically, our core clients spend c. £1,500 per month but it's more important 
to set realistic expectations and work to your budget.  We provide free advice 
on all your PPC and SEO/SEM needs and will guide you through the process 
to ensure effective delivery. Please call us. 

All packages include: 
Google Analytics 
Webmaster Tools 
Full Adwords management 
Unlimited campaigns 
Unlimited Adgroups 
Unlimited Keywords 
Negative keywords 
Dynamic keyword insertion 
A/B split testing 
Conversion optimisation 

Studio time for designing the various ads is charged at a flat rate 
of £69 per hour.  With two revisions permitted.

Location extensions 
Mobile click to call 
Callout extensions 
Google merchant 
On-demand reporting 
Dynamic budgeting 
Display network targeting 
Mobile optimised adverts 
Site link extensions 
Facebook ads 
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WHY USE CREATIVE THOUGHTS?
With every client we strive to provide excellent service and follow a process 
to uncover the 'real' problem faced.  Built around DIAGNOSE, DESIGN & 
DELIVER, we aim to become part of your team, rather than an external 
agency, to help your business grow. 

The usual process is to create campaigns for all client accounts. Campaigns 
are split into Ad Groups and for each Ad Group, Keywords are allocated. 
From this point we work up Ad Text bearing in mind the relevant -VE 
Adwords. 

We believe our attention to detail provides greater accuracy in keywords 
meaning that your Adwords Bids are maximised (effectively you pay less).

ADD 
VALUE

We offer all the technical know-how of the large agencies without the 
overhead.  We cover all your digital marketing requirements, including web 
design and build, SEO/SEM, PPC/Adwords, email marketing and social media 
platforms.  Contact us to discuss your digital marketing.

IT COSTS NOTHING TO DISCUSS YOUR NEEDS TO SEE WHERE IT COULD LEAD

Contacts: 
Spencer Garner 
Director 
Creative Thoughts 

07803 856054 
e-mail spencer@creative-thoughts.co.uk 
www.creative-thoughts.co.uk

HIGH 
QUALITY

EFFECTIVE & 
EFFICIENT

GREAT 
SERVICE
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